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Abstract
A simple mathematical description is developed for the bunching spectrum in echo enabled

harmonic generation (EEHG) that incorporates the effect of additional electron beam energy mod-

ulations. Under common assumptions, they are shown to contribute purely through the phase of

the longitudinal bunching factor, which allows the spectral moments of the bunching to be cal-

culated directly from the known energy modulations. In particular, the second moment (spectral

bandwidth) serves as simple constraint on the amplitude of the energy modulations to maintain

a transform-limited seed. We show that, in general, the impact on the spectrum of energy dis-

tortions that develop between the EEHG chicanes scales like the harmonic number compared to

distortions that occur upstream. This may limit the parameters that will allow EEHG to reach

short wavelengths in high brightness FELs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Echo Enabled Harmonic Generation (EEHG)[1] is an external seeding scheme for mod-
ern free electron lasers (FELs) designed to improve the temporal coherence and produce a
transform-limited output pulse. It uses lasers to imprint coherent energy modulations on a
relativistic electron beam that are then converted to a high harmonic density modulation.
The beam then enters the FEL undulator where the density-modulated (bunched) electrons
radiate coherently, and the radiation is amplified up to saturation. To reach EUV or shorter
wavelengths from conventional UV lasers, high harmonics with EEHG are required, but
preservation of the coherent modulation can be challenging during the manipulation and
transport.

As with most harmonic up-conversion schemes, initial errors can be multiplied and spoil
the final output. The sensitivity of EEHG to initial laser phase, noise, and energy distortions
in the electron beam has been examined previously [2–8]. EEHG uses two laser modula-
tors and two dispersive chicanes to perform the harmonic upshift, and the final bunching
spectrum is relatively insensitive to small distortions on the beam or in the laser upstream
of the first chicane [9, 10]. Laser phase distortions in the second modulator, however, can
get amplified and impact the time-bandwidth product similarly to High Gain Harmonic
Generation (HGHG) [11].

Here we examine the impact of energy structures on the beam that emerge during the
EEHG transformation i.e., between the chicanes. Such energy distortions can be particu-
larly problematic because much like phase errors in the second laser, they are not filtered by
the large first dispersion and have a pronounced impact on the final spectrum. To analyze
the problem, we develop a general description for the bunching in the presence of small but
arbitrary energy modulations. Simple distortions are analyzed and compared with previous
results. We then consider the impact on the bunching spectrum of two common contrib-
utors to nonlinear beam energy structure; longitudinal space charge (LSC) and coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR). Both are driven by collective effects and are difficult to re-
move. LSC produces energy modulations from localized density perturbations and from the
beam core itself. For highly relativistic beams in a short drift the modulations are negligible,
but in strong modulators Ku � 1, the effective drift length can increase by ∼ K2

u which may
be on the order of a kilometer for few GeV-scale beams coupling to UV lasers. This can have
a significant impact on the final bunching in EEHG. Alternately, CSR leads to nonlinear
energy structures from the coherent emission of the beam as it bends through magnetic
dipoles. This has the largest impact on the bunching in the last two bends of the strong first
EEHG chicane. Here, for both LSC and CSR, constraints on the induced energy structures
according to their impact on the bunching spectrum are derived with simple models, and
results are checked with numerical particle simulations. General limits are established on
the relevant parameters to seed transform-limited FEL pulses with EEHG.
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II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION

Notation closely follows that of [12] where more details on the EEHG process can be
found. Consider an electron beam transformation similar to EEHG of the form,

p1 = p+ A1 sin(k1z) + ∆p1(z),

z1 = z +B1p1/k1,

p2 = p1 + A2 sin(k2z1) + ∆p2(z1),

z2 = z1 +B2p2/k1.

(1)

where the normalized laser modulations are A1,2 = ∆γ1,2/σγ, normalized dispersions are

B1,2 = k1R
(1,2)
56 σγ/γ, the slice energy spread is σγ, and γ is the relativistic factor. Additional

energy modulations ∆p1 and ∆p2 of arbitrary longitudinal dependence are modeled as oc-
curring alongside the laser modulations. In this simplified description, ∆p1 can also be any
existing energy structure from upstream, and ∆p2 can be used to capture the integrated
effect of CSR from the first chicane.

In a beam with the phase space distribution f(z, p), the bunching spectrum near the
harmonic spatial frequency kE = aEk1 = (n+mK)k1 is given by

bn,m(k) =

∫
e−iz(k−kE)−iξp−iξ∆p1(z)−ikB2∆p2(z1)/k1

× f(z, p)Jn(−ξA1)Jm(−kA2B2/k1)dzdp,

(2)

where ξ = kB/k1−mKB1, B = B1+B2, andK = k2/k1. Useful analytic solutions for bn,m(k)
are available only for a few simple forms of the energy modulations, particularly for ∆p2

which is a function of z1(z, p) rather than z. However, if ∆p2 is sufficiently slowly-varying
that the modulation experienced at the position z1 is the same as at z, then ∆p2(z1) =
∆p2(z) is a significant mathematical simplification. Similarly, we also assume that the
energy structures in ∆p1 are small enough so that they do not lead to large changes in
the phase space distribution after the first chicane, B1d∆p1/dz � k1. We will explore
these assumptions shortly. Retaining the lowest order contributions near the harmonic, the
bunching spectrum can be written as

bn,m(k) ≈ b̄n,m

∫
f(z)e−iz(k−kE)+iϕ(z)dz, (3)

where b̄n,m = e−ξ
2
E/2Jn(−ξEA1)Jm(−aEA2B2) is the optimized bunching amplitude and

ξE = nB1 + aEB2 is the EEHG scaling parameter [10]. An uncorrelated Gaussian initial

energy distribution f(z, p) = f(z)(2π)−1/2e−p
2/2 has been assumed. The additional energy

modulations ∆p1 and ∆p2 are expressed through a z-dependent phase,

ϕ(z) = −ξE∆p1(z)− aEB2∆p2(z)

= ϕ1(z) + ϕ2(z).
(4)

Evidently, energy modulations that occur within or before the first modulator, ∆p1, are
multiplied by the small scaling parameter |ξE| <∼ 1 in their contribution to the phase ϕ1(z).
Linear, quadratic, and sinusoidal such initial modulations were studied in [10], where it was
shown that the smallness of ξE is responsible for the relative insensitivity of the EEHG
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bunching spectrum to small initial perturbations. However, we see here that energy mod-
ulations introduced between the chicanes, ∆p2, are multiplied by the much larger factor
aEB2 ≈ m/A2 � 1 and therefore can have a pronounced impact on the final bunching
spectrum at high harmonics.

From (3), the bunching along z can be identified from the Fourier transform bn,m(k) =∫
b̃n,m(z)e−ikzdz:

b̃n,m(z) = b̄n,mf(z)eikEz+iϕ(z). (5)

In this form it is straightforward to obtain both the instantaneous (local) and projected
(global) behavior of the bunching spectrum. The instantaneous spatial bunching frequency
is just the z-derivative of the full longitudinal phase,

kz(z) = kE + ϕ′(z). (6)

Thus the local bunching frequency in the beam is calculated directly from the derivative of
the energy modulations in (4) without the need to first solve for the bunching spectrum.
From the instantaneous frequency we can then obtain the global mean frequency [13],

〈kz〉 =

∫∞
−∞ kz(z)f 2(z)dz∫∞
−∞ f

2(z)dz
= kE + 〈ϕ′(z)〉. (7)

This is the first moment of the bunching spectrum, but here it is calculated simply from the
beam distribution f(z) and the additional phase. The bandwidth of |bn,m(k)|2 about 〈kz〉 is
then given by 〈[kz − 〈kz〉]2〉 [14]:

σ2
k = σ2

kE
+ 〈[ϕ′ − 〈ϕ′〉]2〉,

= σ2
kE

+ σ2
ϕ′ ,

(8)

where σ2
kE

=
∫

(f ′)2dz/
∫
f 2dz yields the transform-limited bandwidth in the absence of

additional energy structure. We define σϕ′ as the bandwidth associated with the additional
frequencies introduced through the phase ϕ(z). It is particularly useful for capturing the
influence of nonlinear low frequency modulations O(1/σz) that broaden the bandwidth and
produce a pedestal near the bunching harmonic. To maintain high quality FEL seeding in
the presence of such bandwidth growth, one figure of merit on the magnitude of the tolerable
energy modulations on the beam is then

σϕ′/σkE ≤ 1. (9)

This will be used throughout, and states that the additional bandwidth should be less than
the bandwidth of the bunching spectrum defined by the unperturbed beam.

Visualization of the instantaneous bunching spectrum is assisted by a Wigner distribution,

W (z, k) =

∫ ∞
−∞

e−ikxb̃n,m(z + x/2)b̃∗n,m(z − x/2)dx. (10)

The bunching spectral power is |bn,m(k)|2 =
∫∞
−∞W (z, k)dz, and the instantaneous

frequency is the average frequency of W (z, k) at a given z position, kz(z) =∫∞
−∞ kW (z, k)dk/

∫∞
−∞W (z, k)dk [15].
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One measure of how accurately the approximate bunching in (3) reproduces the exact
solution in (2) is the harmonic shift of the bunching peak in a beam with a linear energy chirp,
which can be solved exactly in both cases. An initial linear chirp of the form ∆p1 = h1k1z was
solved explicitly in [9, 10] and yields a shifted harmonic factor of a = (aE +mKh1B1)/(1 +
h1B). From Eq. (7) with 〈ϕ′(z)〉 = −ξEh1k1, the shifted harmonic in the approximate
theory is a = aE − ξEh1. The relative difference between the two appears only to second
order in the chirp, h2

1ξEB/aE, which is generally small. An identical chirp acquired in the
second modulator ∆p2 = h1k1z yields a = aE/(1+h1B2) from the exact expression in (2), or
a = aE(1− h1B2) from the approximate expression in (7). Similarly, the relative difference
to lowest order is h2

1B
2
2 , which is also typically small.

With this approximate description we can compute the spatial-spectral distribution of the
bunching through the shape of the energy modulations imprinted on the beam. Two simple
examples with analytic solutions are given in the Appendix. More complicated nonlinear
modulations generated by LSC and CSR are examined in the following sections.

III. LONGITUDINAL SPACE CHARGE

LSC generates energy structures from the mutual repulsion of electrons near density
peaks. In a cylindrical beam with uniform transverse density and hard-edge radius rb, the
on-axis energy change over the length Ld due to LSC forces is

∆pLSC(z) =
4Ld
σγ

∫ ∞
0

Z(k)

iZ0

dk

∫ ∞
−∞

I(z′)

IA
sin[k(z − z′)]dz′ (11)

where IA=17 kA, Z0 = 377 Ω, and I(z) = Qcf(z) is the current profile. The LSC impedance
per unit length Z(k) depends on the parameters of the system [16]. Inside an undulator
and under specific conditions, the impedance can be strongly enhanced compared to a free
space drift [17]. Assuming these conditions are satisfied for the EEHG modulators and in
the limit krb/γz � 1,

Z(k) =
iZ0k

4πγ2
z

[
1 + 2 ln

(
γz
krb

)]
, (12)

where γz = γ/
√

1 +K2
u/2 is the longitudinal Lorentz factor inside an undulator.

Assuming a Gaussian current profile I(z) = I0e
−z2/2σ2

z for a pencil beam rb/γσz � 1, the
associated energy modulation is,

∆pLSC(z) ≈ 2I0Ldz

σγIAγ2
zσ

2
z

ln

(
γzσz
rb

)
e−z

2/2σ2
z . (13)

The shape of the modulation is shown in FIG. 1. The long-range LSC wake generates a
positive energy chirp in the beam core. If it develops in the second modulator, it redshifts
the local bunching frequency as indicated by kz(z), which is calculated from ∆pLSC(z) with
Eqs. (4) and (6). The LSC-induced bandwidth constraint from (9) with σkE = 1/

√
2σz for

a Gaussian is

σϕ′
LSC

/σkE ≈ η
I0Ld

σγIAγ2
zσz

ln

(
γzσz
rb

)
≤ 1 (14)

where η = ξE or aEB2 depending on whether the LSC effect occurs in the first or second
modulator, respectively. Inspection of the induced global energy spread σ∆pLSC

≈ σϕ′
LSC

σz/η
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FIG. 1: Examples of LSC and CSR wakes (top), Wigner bunching distributions (middle), and

bunching spectra (bottom). The instantaneous frequency from theory is plotted (dashed red line)

over each Wigner distribution, which are from numerical simulations of the case when σϕ′/σkE = 10.

Results apply generally for Gaussian beams with energy structures described by Eqs. (13) and (22).

shows that Eq. (14) translates to a simple constraint; σ∆pLSC
≤ 1/

√
2η. Clearly if η =

aEB2 � 1, the tolerable energy modulation from LSC in the second modulator is much less
than the intrinsic slice energy spread. This may be problematic for high current beams in
strong undulators.

IV. MICROBUNCHING INSTABILITY

Consider a beam upstream of the EEHG line with a small amplitude (b0 � 1) density
modulation I(z) = I0(1 + 2b0 cos k0z) that gets amplified by LSC and produces an energy
modulation. Through a drift length (or undulator) Ld, space charge forces will drive energy
modulations with frequency k0 � 1/σz according to [18],

∆pM(z) =
8πb0I0Ld|Z(k0)|

σγIAZ0

sin(k0z)

= AM(k0) sin(k0z).

(15)

In the limit k0 � k1 a monochromatic modulation generates coherent bunching sidebands
at the frequencies kE ± qk0 with amplitudes that scale as Jq(ηAM). The case of an energy
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FIG. 2: Left: Density modulation gain function through the first EEHG modulator and chicane.

Right: Corresponding impact of A1 on the MBI-induced energy spread through the second undula-

tor with AM (km) = 0.17, AM,2(km) = 0.11, and b0 = 0.2%. Parameters are similar to an idealized

LCLS-II, 4 GeV beam at high current I0 = 3.3 kA to exaggerate the effect for simulation efficiency,

with σγ = 0.88, σz/c = 50 fs, rb = 30 µm, Ld,1 = 6.25 m, Ld,2 = 4 m, Ku = 17.8, B1 = 20, and

2π/k1 = 260 nm.

modulation upstream of the first chicane (η = ξE) was studied in [10]. Here we see that if
the energy modulation develops in the second modulator, the larger η = aEB2 � 1 leads
to a much stronger effect on the spectrum. For example, the bunching at kE is suppressed
when J0(ηAM) = 0, and thus when AM = 2.4/η. Clearly if η = aEB2 this can be much
smaller than the slice energy spread.

Let us assume that the energy modulation in (15) occurs in the first EEHG modula-
tor alongside the first laser modulation. The beam will then pass through the first EEHG
chicane, which can convert the induced energy modulation into a density modulation, de-
pending on k0. Higher frequencies can be suppressed [19], whereas lower frequencies can
be amplified. In the linear theory, the current spectrum after the chicane is just the initial
current spectrum times a density “gain” function,

G(k0) = − k0B1

2k1b0

AM(k0)J0

(
k0B1

k1

A1

)
e
− 1

2

(
k0B1
k1

)2

(16)

where b0 � k0B1

k1
AM < 1. In the absence of the first laser A1 = 0, this reduces to the

standard expression for the gain due to LSC [20]. We see here however, that the first EEHG
laser acts to reduce the growth of the density modulation (FIG. 2). It does so by mixing
high frequency energy structures into the beam that are longitudinally smeared, similar to
a laser heater.

In the second EEHG modulator, the density modulation can then develop into an addi-
tional energy modulation that will impact the spectrum via the phase ϕ2(z). The modulation
at the end of the second undulator is similar to Eq. (15) but with the bunching multiplied
by the gain,

∆pM,2(z) = AM,2(k0)G(k0) sin(k0z). (17)

AM,2 has the same form as AM but uses the impedance Ld|Z(k0)| of the second undulator.

For A1 = 0 the modulation scales in frequency as ∆pM,2 ∝ k3
0e
−(k0B1/k1)2/2, which has

maximum when k0 ≈ km =
√

3k1/B1. The EEHG beamline works as a LSC amplifier with
multiple stages, but with the first laser and strong chicane providing some mitigation against
MBI growth.

The single frequency analysis can be extended to the case of a beam that initially has
a broadband spectrum of incoherent density modulations. Such is the case of MBI from
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shot noise that can produce a spectral pedestal around the harmonic bunching spike [21].
This case can be modeled with (17) as a discrete sum over the different frequencies and
corresponding amplitudes,

∆pMBI(z) =
∑
j

AM,2(kj)G(kj) sin(kjz + φj) (18)

where φj is a random phase. For noise, the induced energy spread is dominated by
the incoherent contribution to the sum, σ2

∆pMBI
= 1

2

∑
j AM,2(kj)

2G(kj)
2. The contri-

bution to the bunching spectrum pedestal from the growth in the second modulator

alone is then σ2
ϕ′
MBI

= (aEB2)2

2

∑
j AM,2(kj)

2G(kj)
2k2
j . In the continuous limit we can

integrate over the frequencies σ2
∆pMBI

= 1
2nz

∫∞
0
AM,2(k)2G(k)2dk to obtain σ2

∆pMBI
≈

15k1
√
π

32nzB1

(
AMAM,2

6b0

)2

2F2

(
1
2
, 7

2
; 1, 1;−A2

1

)
where AM and AM,2 are evaluated at the frequency

peak km, and nz =
√

2π/σz for a Gaussian current. 2F2 is a generalized hypergeometric
function that captures the impact of A1 on the MBI-driven energy spread growth, as shown
in FIG. 2. If A1 > 2 the energy spread growth is simply,

σ2
∆pMBI

≈ k1

2πnzB1A1

(
AMAM,2

6b0

)2

. (19)

This expression holds if the energy modulations that develop from pure noise in the second
modulator are small compared with those amplified through cascading, and the system
satisfies the linear gain theory. Performing a similar integral for σϕ′

MBI
, one can obtain a

relationship between the induced incoherent bandwidth growth and the induced incoherent
energy spread growth. With A1 > 2 it reduces to a simple form,

σϕ′
MBI

/σkE ≈
√

6|n|k1σzσ∆pMBI
, (20)

where aEB2/B1 ≈ |n|.
The constraint in Eq. (9) then gives σ∆pMBI

≤ 1/
√

6|n|k1σz, which is independent of
the harmonic number and suggests that the MBI-induced energy spread through the second
modulator must be much less than the slice energy spread (since k1σz � 1) to maintain
narrowband bunching. One caveat, however, is that σϕ′

MBI
includes frequencies that may

be outside the FEL bandwidth that can be largely ignored, specifically if 1/aEB1 > ρ or if
the wavelengths are shorter than the cooperation length. Only when the MBI gain in the
low frequencies near the spike is large enough does the bunching spectrum have an attached
pedestal and the constraint applies.

FIG. 3 illustrates the impact of MBI on the bunching spectrum. Numerical simulations
were performed with energy modulations imposed on the beam according to (18). Results of
the bunching spectrum bandwidth indicate good agreement with the scaling of the incoherent
energy spread in Eq. (20). Simulations also confirm that the bunching factor is reduced

by e
− 1

2
(aEB2)2σ2

∆pMBI [22], and thus that the harmonic number is limited by the induced
incoherent energy spread. Results highlight the need to keep b0 as small as possible to avoid
MBI growth in the EEHG section.

V. COHERENT SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

The impact of CSR on the EEHG bunching spectrum has been studied numerically (see,
e.g., [23]). The energy modulation imparted by CSR along the beam after passage through
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FIG. 3: MBI impact on EEHG bunching for parameters of an idealized LCLS-II type 4 GeV beam

with I0 = 1 kA, A1 = 3, A2 = 5, and aE = 200, n = −1 using 2π/k1 = 260 nm seed lasers.

Top left: Bunching spectrum evolution as a function of MBI-induced energy spread. Top right:

Corresponding induced spectral bandwidth vs energy spread growth from MBI. Solid line is the

prediction from Eq. (20). Bottom left: Bunching spectra for different induced energy spreads, each

averaged over 100 runs. Bottom right: Bunching reduction according to e
− 1

2
(aEB2)2σ2

∆pMBI .

a dipole bend magnet of length Lm is given in the steady state limit as [24],

∆pCSR(z) = − 2Lm
σγIA(3R2)1/3

∫ z

−∞

dz′

(z − z′)1/3

dI(z′)

dz′
, (21)

where R is the bend radius. This expression is applicable in the regime R/γ3 � σz �
Rθ3/24, where θ � 1 is the bend angle. It is assumed that the current profile remains
essentially unchanged throughout the bend. The energy change for a Gaussian current is
[25, 26]

∆pCSR(z) = −
LmI0Γ(2

3
)

IAσγ

(
8

3
√

2σzR2

)1/3

×e−z2/2σ2
zH1/3

(
− z√

2σz

)
,

(22)

and H1/3 is the Hermite polynomial. The instantaneous frequency then goes like

e−z
2/2σ2

zH4/3(−z/
√

2σz), as shown in FIG. 1. The induced bandwidth constraint on the
bunching from the CSR energy wake is then calculated to be

σϕ′
CSR

/σkE ≈ η
LmI0

IAσγ(σzR2)1/3
≤ 1 (23)

where again η depends on where the energy modulation occurs. This is a subtler point for
CSR than for LSC because CSR occurs progressively throughout the chicane on the evolving
phase space. In a symmetric four-dipole first chicane, CSR in the first pair of dipoles has
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a smaller impact on the final bunching spectrum than CSR in the last two dipoles, simply
because the phase space has not experienced the full shearing. Elegant simulations [27] with
the steady-state model indicate that CSR in each of the last two dipoles has a comparable
impact on the spectrum such that taking η ≈ 2aEB2 in (23) approximately captures the
overall impact on the bunching from the first chicane.

The CSR constraint can be related directly to the longitudinal dispersion, R
(1)
56 = 2θ2(LD+

2Lm/3), where LD is the drift length between the first and second dipoles. Eq. (23) then
gives a rough limit on the peak value,

R
(1)
56
<∼

[
σz
6

(
1 +

3LD
2Lm

)(
IAγ

|n|I0k1

)3
]1/4

. (24)

It is assumed that the chicanes are related by the harmonic number R
(2)
56 ≈ |n|R

(1)
56 /aE. From

this perspective, chicanes with LD/Lm � 1 are favorable because they allow larger values of
dispersion without violating the constraint. For the LCLS-II beam at aE = 100, Eq. (24) is

only satisfied for the required R
(1)
56 ≈ 7 mm dispersion if LD/Lm > O(102). This appears to

be the most restrictive constraint if this type of dispersion element is used with a Gaussian
beam.

In reality, the CSR effect may have transients and 3D effects that modify the description.
For example, the current can be reduced if the bend angle is such that σz � θσx within
the dipole. On the other hand, large energy wakes generated in one dipole can be turned
into density modulations in the following dipole, which drives a CSR instability inside the
chicane. For simplicity in the analysis we therefore assume that the wakes are small enough
that the instability does not develop, and that the CSR effect is purely an energy modulation.
This is justified because the constraint on the bandwidth growth in (23) also indicates that
the tolerable energy modulations are less than the slice energy spread.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an description for the bunching in EEHG that enables the spatial-
spectral bunching distribution and spectral moments to be simply calculated in the presence
of energy structures on the beam. In particular, a general expression for the spectral band-
width is derived for arbitrary energy structures and beam current profiles, and serves as a
measure of tolerable energy modulations via their impact on the bunching spectral width.
The description also applies to HGHG with one laser modulator and chicane turned off. In
EEHG, we find that the bunching spectrum is particularly sensitive to energy distortions
that develop on the electron beam during the harmonic up-conversion, such as within the
first chicane or second modulator. Specific examples of LSC and CSR are studied with
steady-state models, and we derive several constraints to maintain a near transform-limited
bunching spectrum with beams that have a Gaussian current profile. In several instances
the constraints appear highly restrictive, but we note that for the more typical flatter, non-
gaussian current profiles of modern systems and with the effects of FEL lasing included,
the constraints may be somewhat relaxed. This is especially true if the seed laser pulses
are shorter than the electron beam, which naturally broadens the bunching bandwidth. A
shorter seed pulse also samples smaller, more linear regions of the phase space. This is a
topic of future study.
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FIG. 4: Wigner distributions of bunching for a beam with linear and quadratic chirps [top row,

Eq. (25)] with α = 4/σz and β = 4/σ2
z , and a beam with a sinusoidal energy modulation [bottom

row, Eq. (27)] with k0 = 3/σz and µ = −4. The head is to the right.
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VIII. APPENDIX

Consider two examples of energy modulations with analytic solutions on a general beam
with a Gaussian current profile, f(z) = (2πσ2

z)
−1/2e−z

2/2σ2
z , for which the unperturbed band-

width is σkE = 1/
√

2σz. In the presence of a linear and quadratic energy chirp, the additional
phase from (4) can be written as,

ϕ(z) = αz + βz2. (25)

The instantaneous frequency is then kz(z) = kE + α + 2βz and induced bandwidth σ2
ϕ′ =

2(βσz)
2. The Wigner distribution is then

W (z, k) =
b̄2
n,m√
πσz

e−z
2/σ2

z−σ2
z(k−kE−α−2βz)2

(26)

Alternately, a sinusoidal energy modulation on the beam gives the phase

ϕ(z) = µ sin(k0z), (27)
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with kz(z) = kE + µk0 cos(k0z) and σ2
ϕ′ = (µk0)2/2 for k0 � 1/σz. The Wigner distribution

is

W (z, k) =
b̄2
n,m√
πσz

∞∑
n=−∞

Jn(2µ cos k0z)

e−z
2/σ2

z−σ2
z(k−kE−nk0/2)2

.

(28)

Figure 4 shows the Wigner distributions for both analytic examples as well as results from
numerical particle simulations of EEHG bunching with the corresponding energy modula-
tions imprinted on the beam in the second undulator, with σz/c = 50 fs and bn,m = 0.05.
The good agreement indicates that the approximations made in the analytic calculation of
∆p2 are reasonable in these instances. Parameters are chosen for illustration and clearly
violate the bandwidth constraint in Eq. (9).

The first example in (25) is a linear frequency structure that is easily removable, at least
in principle. The responsible quadratic beam chirp can be largely removed by phase space
linearization, or used intentionally to produce compressible FEL pulses if the linear frequency
chirp is maintained during amplification. The sinusoid exemplifies a type of nonlinear energy
structure that could be used beneficially to produce coherent bunching sidebands [8, 10, 28],
or conversely may compromise the FEL output if uncontrolled.
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